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A MESSAGE FROM 
AYMAN ABDELWAHAB 

After many successful MENA Regional Youth

Leadership Summits over the years, I’m very pleased

our Region held yet another one in January in Cairo,

Egypt - this time to launch the Lead to Include Project.

Our Programs joined forces with our delegations from

across the Region, engaged and learned from one

other to bring out the best in our Youth Leaders of

inclusion.

 

The enthusiasm and drive of everyone involved was

very impressive. I look forward to seeing what the

delegations will accomplish in their respective

communities.  A highlight of this Summit was the youth

volunteers that so willingly got involved to help launch

the Lead to Include Project in a very strong way. I am

very proud of the youth that made the song and the

pledge videos. I believe that this effort will motivate

youth across our Special Olympics MENA programs to

make inclusion a reality in our society. 

 

I would like to thank our global partners for this

project: Lane Global Youth Leadership, Kantar and

Microsoft. I also aspire to further develop current and

new relationships with Regional partners. As well to

help foster and support the incredible work our youth

are already doing to keep building on the legacy of our

movement in the Region.

 

We are playing a catalytic role in bringing together the

leaders of tomorrow in support of a better world!

 

 

Ayman A. Wahab, Eng.

President & Managing Director

Special Olympics Middle East/North Africa
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The 2020 Special Olympics Middle East North Africa Regional Youth Leadership Summit
brought together youth with and without intellectual disabilities from eight Special Olympics
Programs across the Africa and Middle East North Africa Regions to launch the next 50 years of the
Special Olympics movement and drive initiatives for respect and inclusion in their home countries.
The Programs in attendance included: Bahrain, Egypt, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, Palestine and the
United Arab Emirates with a guest delegation from Special Olympics Cote d'Ivoire.
 
During the three-day Summit, youth were equipped with the skills needed to return to their
Programs and create inclusive communities through the power of youth engagement. Participants
were offered a platform for brainstorming, sharing, and planning youth involvement in Special
Olympics. While in Cairo, Youth Leaders met with their adult mentor to work on a project plan that
they would implement in their school/community upon return from the Youth Summit. 
 
Special Olympics and Lane Global Youth Leadership teamed up for a groundbreaking
collaboration to empower Youth Leaders with and without intellectual disabilities through the
Lead to Include Project, with added support by Kantar, Microsoft, and local partner, UNFPA Arab
States. This project is bringing forth a new opportunity for Youth Leaders to develop plans to
implement an inclusive vision of Special Olympics in their home communities. 
 

OVERVIEW
REGIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
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20 Youth Leaders
with and without
ID trained

BY THE NUMBERS

YOUTH SUMMIT STATISTICS 

%91

90%
of participants were very satisfied with the
Youth Leadership Training they received 

of participants feel they gained skills to make
sure everyone's ideas are heard in a group 

of participants feel very confident in their
ability to lead a project in their community to
promote inclusion 

90%

OVERALL 91%

of participants were 
very satisfied with their
Youth Leadership
Summit experience

8 Programs
involved in the
Youth Summit 

OVERVIEW
REGIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
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Mary Davis 
CEO, Special Olympics 

Frederika Meijer 
Deputy Regional Director, UNFPA Arab States

Brightfield Shadi 
International Global Messenger, Special Olympics 

Amira Farag 
Recreational and Fitness Manager, The American University
of Cairo 

The Special Olympics Middle East North Africa Regional
Youth Leadership Summit started with an energizing ice-
breaker for participants to learn more about other Youth
Leaders in their Region. 
 
Once Youth Leaders had a chance to interact with each other,
Special Olympics International staff provided an overview of
Special Olympics Unified Schools and Youth Leadership globally
and in the MENA Region. This enabled participants to gain a
better understanding of their work and its impact globally and
locally. 
 
After learning more about the impact youth are making around
the world, participants engaged in a Youth Leadership
Training, led by Mohamed Essam, Yehia Khalil, Jolie El Kholy
and Osama El Gazzar, to learn more about traditional
leadership and what great leaders do.
 
In the afternoon, Youth Summit participants and honored
guests were welcomed to Cairo during the Special Olympics
MENA Regional Youth Leadership Summit Opening
Ceremony. Some of the honored guests who attended include:
 

 
During the Opening Ceremony, Special Olympics Middle East
North Africa and UNFPA Arab States signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) for future collaboration. 
 
A panel discussion was led by Hadia Hosny, two time Egyptian
Olympian and long time volunteer with Special Olympics Egypt
that included Brightfield Shadi, Heidi Hazem (Youth leader),
Amira Farag and Mariam Adel (Athlete Leader)
 
At the end of the first day, participants at the Youth Summit
had the opportunity to reflect on what they learned during the
first day and prepare for two more days of learning and
growing together. 

DAY 1 OVERVIEW
25 JANUARY 2020
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After a day of learning and sharing, the second day of the
Special Olympics MENA Youth Summit opened with an
energizing reflection that focused on the content presented
in sessions and activities from the day before. The activity
ignited discussion between Youth Leaders and adult
mentors, while preparing them for continued discussions
about leadership. 
 
Throughout the morning, participants leveraged the
information they learned from the first day to expand on
their Youth Leadership Training. Mohamed Essam and
Jolie El Kholy led interactive activities aimed at showing
participants how characteristics of leadership can change
depending on situations. Within the training, participants
learned about their personal leadership and how to lead
inclusively with their peers. 
 
In the afternoon, participants were visited by Abdullah
Hamouda, Sports for Development Coordinator from
UNFPA Arab States. UNFPA is the lead UN agency that
expands the possibilities for women and young people to
lead healthy and productive lives. During the presentation,
Youth Leaders had the opportunity to learn more about how
to make social transformations in communities across the
MENA Region. 
 
To conclude the Youth Leadership Training, Youth Leaders
and adult mentors gathered in a circle to reflect on what
they gained from the session. Many participants shared that
their definition of leadership changed based on what they
learned during the training. Alongside a shift in their
perception of leadership, participants also stated how
important it is for them to leverage what they learned
within their schools and communities. 
 
At the end of the day, participants gathered at the Opening
Ceremony for the first ever Pan-African Games to welcome
and celebrate approximately 800 athletes from 42 countries
who would compete in athletics, football, basketball, and
bocce. In a series of firsts - the first ever Pan-African Games,
first games with 50% female representation and first ever
unity of two Regions - Youth Leaders were able to celebrate
being the first ever to attend a Middle East North Africa
Regional Youth Leadership Summit.

DAY 2 OVERVIEW
26 JANUARY 2020
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As the Youth Summit came to a close, participants had time
before the final sessions to think and reflect on what they
learned throughout the first two days of the event. As a
delegation, members discussed the most important lessons
they learned throughout the Youth Summit. 
 
The morning reflection was followed by Project
Management session, where participants learned about
best practices for maximizing their Youth Innovation
Projects within their schools and communities. This session,
led by Basel Mostafa and Mohamed Essam, provided
information about working in a team, leveraging personal
leadership skills, and sharing resources for Youth Leaders
when working on their Youth Innovation Project.
 
After an introduction to project management, participants
travels to the Cairo Stadium for a Young Athletes
demonstration to learn more about other programs Special
Olympics hosts in communities around the world. 
 
Once returning from the Young Athletes demonstration,
Youth Leaders met with their delegations and had
conversations about their project plans. After talking
through elements of their projects, each delegation
prepared "project pitches" to share with the entire group.
As Programs shared their plans, members of the audience
asked questions or shared ideas on how to make the largest
impact within their schools and communities. 
 
At the conclusion of the Special Olympics Middle East North
Africa Regional Youth Leadership Summit, participants
discussed how they could implement the information they
learned across the Region, and at both National and local
levels. After wrapping up final discussions, all participants
were invited to the stage to receive a certificate in
celebration of the knowledge and skills they gained
throughout the three-day experience. As participants left
the Youth Summit, contact information between Programs
was shared, photos of participants from different
delegations were taken, and conversations about the
importance of inclusion could be heard across Cairo. 

DAY 3 OVERVIEW
27 JANUARY 2020
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The 2020 Special Olympics Middle East North Africa Regional Youth Leadership Summit

offered the eight attending Programs a platform for sharing best practices, addressing critical

issues and creating strategies for enhancing Regional youth engagement. Throughout the

course of the three-day summit, Youth Leaders developed and expanded their understanding of

how to drive social inclusion in their respective countries, cities, schools, and communities. Each

delegation received a Youth Innovation Grant ranging from $1,000 - $2,000 USD to implement a

project in their school or community based on the information they learned at the Youth

Summit. These projects will be implemented in nine countries around the Middle East and

Northern Africa to further promote inclusion in schools and communities.

 

Special Olympics Middle East North Africa Regional staff will oversee the planning and

implementation of upcoming national and local level Youth Summits across the Region.

Participants of at the Regional Youth Leadership Summit will help to support the national and

local-level Youth Summits and educate other Youth Leaders in their Programs about the power

of the #UnifiedGeneration.

MOVING FORWARD

OUTCOMES
REGIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
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LEGACY OF THE
YOUTH SUMMIT



Logayn and Heidi are Special Olympics Youth Leaders from Egypt who are leading a Youth

Innovation Project to create online public platforms, like podcasts and YouTube episodes, to

give Youth Leaders the opportunity to have discussions that raise awareness about inclusion

within their community. Over the next few months, Logayn, Heidi and their adult mentor will

work with Special Olympics Egypt to pilot their project and encourage Youth Leaders, local

businesses, and other entities to participate and develop content for these media channels.

Through the podcasts and YouTube episodes, Logayn and Heidi will cover topics such as

bullying, education, health, and family dynamics. 

 

Through this project, Logayn and Heidi are hoping their project will changes attitudes in their

community to be more accepting and inclusive of individuals with intellectual disabilities. To

measure the impact of their project, Logayn and Heidi will host monthly meetings with Special

Olympics Egypt to evaluate what topics have gathered the most interest and what Youth

Leaders or businesses are doing to actively promote inclusion. Logayn and Heidi are excited to

see what actions are taken by members of their community to make the world more inclusive.

PROGRAM SPOTLIGHT
SPECIAL OLYMPICS EGYPT
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Haneen and Amna are Special Olympics Youth Leaders from Kuwait who are leading a Youth

Innovation Project focused on increasing health and wellness for individuals with and without

intellectual disabilities in their Special Olympics Program. Over a six-month period, Haneen

and Amna will work alongside Special Olympics coaches to pilot their healthy lifestyle project

and encourage participants to be more active in their daily lives. 

 

Through Haneen and Amna's projects, participants within their project will gain knowledge

about nutrition and practice routine exercises to enhance strength and agility. To measure

the impact of their project activities, Haneen and Amna will work with coaches to conduct

weigh-ins with participants every two weeks. While the goal of their project is to share health

and wellness within their Special Olympics Program, Haneen and Amna knew they would

need motivators to encourage participant engagement. Haneen and Amna will document the

progress of their project on social media and share motivational messages for participants

through different media channels. At the conclusion of their project, Haneen and Amna will

have a championship celebration for all participants and recognize the accomplishments of

all throughout their six-month wellness journey. 

PROGRAM SPOTLIGHT
SPECIAL OLYMPICS KUWAIT
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Ahmad and Mohamed are Special Olympics Youth Leaders from Lebanon who will lead a

Youth Innovation Project aimed at providing recreational activities in their community for

individuals with and without intellectual disabilities. At the beginning of the project, Ahmad

and Mohamed will recruit volunteers, educate them about Special Olympics, and train them

to oversee the different recreational activities at their event. 

 

Before choosing what recreational activities will be offered at the event, Ahmad and

Mohamed will work with their volunteers to determine the best options for the community.

One activity Ahmad and Mohamed are looking to include in their event is a Unified water

balloon fight. This activity would occur at the conclusion of the event as a way to celebrate

skills learned and to encourage friendly competition between participants. After a day of

recreational activities, Ahmad and Mohamed are hopeful participants will bring the

information they learned about Unified Sports to their schools and communities. Through

their project, Ahmad and Mohamed will  create youth network within their area to support

the expansion of youth involvement with Special Olympics Lebanon. 

PROGRAM SPOTLIGHT
SPECIAL OLYMPICS LEBANON
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VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT
REGIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP SUMMIT

All training sessions were led by volunteers
trainers. Each trainer came with a their own

talents, and when they joined forces, they were
able to deliver Special Olympics content

beautifully and in an engaging way that kept all
participants alert and excited throughout the

Youth Summit. 

Human Acts and Kira Productions, led by Mai
El Naggar and Mahmood Kira, were the

visionaries behind the Lead to Include pledge
video. They gathered volunteers, led filming,

and finalized production. They were thrilled to
be involved and contribute to the success of

the Summit.
 

 
Ahmed Nihad and Kenzy Turky, two young Egyptians singers, created a beautiful song and music video

for the first time ever for a Regional Youth Leadership Summit. 

VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT LIKE NEVER BEFORE
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Youth Summit operations were led by a group of 23 volunteers, ranging from 13 to 23 years of
age. These young people were a huge part of the Summit's success. Each volunteer left with a full

heart and a desire to stay involved with Special Olympics. Through the Youth Summit, these
volunteers learned how to engage a community of young leaders! 

"What an Inspiring experience that was. It was my first time volunteering with an initiative
involving children with special abilities, yet the Summit truly highlighted some key issues that
unfortunately may go overlooked in our society today. Having a platform that highlights these key
issues as we strive for inclusion we are able to not just enhance their life, but also get a better
understanding on how we can play a pivotal role in creating a safe space for all!" 

- Ahmed Saleh

"This experience affected me on a very personal way. Thank you to Special Olympics MENA for
giving me the opportunity to be a volunteer in such an important event." 

- Tarneem Refaat

"This year, I decide to do something new. I had never volunteered before. It was an experience that
taught me valuable things. This experience helped me gain confidence and opened my eyes to a new
sense of acceptance I did not understand before. What I liked most about the Youth leadership
Summit is that Special Olympics MENA believes that development from sport goes beyond learning
new physical skills. The concept of Unified Leadership was eye opening for me. The Summit's slogan
was Lead To Include; and it indeed did feel like that. I was in an environment of inclusion and mutual
inspiration." 

- Alaa Al-Demrdash

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT
REGIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP SUMMIT

VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT LIKE NEVER BEFORE
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SOCIAL MEDIA
HIGHLIGHTS 



FACEBOOK
REGIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
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INSTAGRAM
REGIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
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SOMENA REGIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP SUMMIT SONG 

Click on each of the hyperlinks to view videos created for the SOMENA Regional Youth Leadership Summit. 

SOMENA PLEDGE TO INCLUDE VIDEO

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY IN CAIRO PLEDGE VIDEO

YOUTUBE
REGIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWIXh3N3-eI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWIXh3N3-eI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zjuTCspvdg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSYQP87ff3s&feature=youtu.be


SUPPORTED BY

LEAD TO INCLUDE MADE POSSIBLE BY

SPECIAL OLYMPICS GLOBAL YOUTH ENGAGEMENT PARTNERS

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


